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analyze the typical job-seeker experience with real-time data.
Let’s break down how to create content that converts job
seekers into future applicants and employees.
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SECTION ONE:

CAREER SITE CONTENT
BEST PRACTICES
Mastering and clarifying the content
on your career site is the perfect
place to begin attracting and
retaining top talent. Your career
site is one of the first places that
potential candidates navigate to
after discovering your job postings
or your business in general.
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QUESTIONS
TO CONSIDER:

y Is your career site page searchable and customizable?
y Do you have filters so candidates can find an opportunity that fits their unique skills and experiences?
y How can you create a site that converts candidates to applicants and employees?
y Does your website display your company culture through testimonials and employee experiences?
y Do you have job family pages that give candidates an experience customized to the role they are seeking?
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CAREER SITE

DO’S AND DON’TS
We’ve developed this table of career site content do’s and don’ts based on our extensive research,
so you can attract talent in a competitive job market:

DO

DON’T

• Provide a clear timeline of the hiring process

• Require a long application process

• Display your mission + values clearly

• Unresponsive mobile site

• Offer work flexibility + work/life balance

• Lack of benefits information

• Include employee testimonials

• Incohesive visual and verbal brand
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TIPS FOR CREATING
A BETTER CAREER SITE
We also put together a list of career site suggestions to consider
to keep you informed with the highest performing insights. You
can read more about these trends here as well:

#

1

DATA DRIVES CAREER SITE DESIGN AND CONTENT
Frequency is highly important here. We have found that reviewing your data monthly allows
you to measure and adapt strategies in an impactful way. We consistently track client
candidate behavior by measuring click-thru and application rates, popular pages, candidate
pathing and behavior and device access.

#

2

EMPLOYMENT BRAND FOCUSES ON AUTHENTICITY
In order to showcase your brand in an authentic way, your employment brand needs to
have powerful messaging and connection-building opportunities. One key way to build a
connection is through your employees who can position your organization in an honest,
relatable manner.
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TIPS

#

3

DIVERSITY MATTERS
MORE THAN EVER

#
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AGILITY IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS
You need to have the ability to update your career
site on a regular basis so that you provide any

People want to work for a company

news about hiring bonuses or new jobs, highlight

that offers an inclusive setting and

any Best Places awards you’ve won and celebrate

opportunity for everyone. You can

the successes of your employees. You should also

showcase your commitment to

consider refreshing the video and testimonial

diversity with career site content

content on at least a quarterly basis.

on your community partnerships,
equity and inclusion programs
and volunteer efforts, as well as
showing testimonials from diverse

#

employees.
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ASSISTIVE INTELLIGENCE
CONTINUES TO GROW IN IMPACT
As technology continues to improve, ensure
that your site follows suit. Many employers are
incorporating chatbots into their career sites.
Artificial Intelligence lets you have conversational
experiences with candidates, gauge candidate
intent and even offer up appropriate jobs for their
interests and location. This feature helps you build
relationships and track outcomes while reducing
role fill times.
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SECTION TWO:

BENEFIT OF BRAND
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DID
YOU
KNOW
EMPLOYMENT BRANDING CAN

Branding influences whether a
candidate applies to your job

LEAD TO 50% MORE
QUALIFIED APPLICANTS

posting or chooses to look for
different opportunities.
In this comprehensive guide, we
will offer a seamless, step-by-step
process that has proven effective
for our clients. We reveal the

DECREASE THE COST PER
HIRE BY 43%

secrets of strong storytelling, the
integration of sustainable employer
skills and statistics and trends for
what works. We’re here to help you
uncover your unique employment

REDUCE EMPLOYEE
TURNOVER BY 28%

brand that will attract the best
talent to your business.

LinkedIn Employer Brand Statistics report
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ELEVATE

YOUR EMPLOYMENT
BRANDING STRATEGIES
As an employer, your brand becomes your
identity. Every experience job seekers have
with your brand online and offline reveals
how you are perceived and whether or not
potential candidates want to work for you.
Employment branding is a strategy used
to position you as an industry leader in a
competitive job marketplace. The potential
employee’s decision-making process is
psychological, economic and contingent
upon potential for growth and community.
A unique brand can be established through
the five c’s: culture, clarity, credibility,
communication and consistency.

CULTURE – Since work consumes a majority of our time
day-to-day, work culture is essential. People want to work for
a business that offers a clear path for growth, communitybuilding opportunities and human connection. During COVID-19,
businesses had to adapt and build a culture without having an
office environment. Employment branding became even more
valuable. Culture is how the people you work with make you feel.
Culture is created through company bonding opportunities
where co-workers can feel more connected to one another.
Whether it is a company event, Zoom happy hour or sponsored
lunch, all the little “work perks” make a difference in engaging
applicant interest.
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CLARITY – The clarity of a company’s

COMMUNICATION – New employees

mission can connect the job seeker to the

are drawn to a company with powerful brand

potential employer. A company mission

messaging and responsiveness. Transparency

statement is what connects them to your

tells the candidate that you are willing to

business and helps your vision resonate with

answer any question or concern they may have.

them. So many organizations lose potential

Companies with high-level communication

job seekers because of confusion or a lack of

methods are inclusive and empathetic in their

understanding of your mission, vision and goals.

tone of voice.

CREDIBILITY– Senior leadership credibility

CONSISTENCY – Once the brand is

and trust are key in building a human-centric

established, consistency helps attract and

brand. Potential employees see the brand

retain potential and existing employees. Brand

beyond just the external elements. They want to

consistency creates brand recognition. It helps

know the internal structure of the business. New

your target audience recognize who you are and

employees are attracted by the people behind

what you stand for as a brand instantly. Every

the brand and the passion they hold for the work

phase of the recruitment process needs to reflect

they are doing.

your brand, across all media types.
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HOW TO
CREATE AN
AUTHENTIC BRAND:

AUTHENTICITY ATTRACTS
NEW EMPLOYEES
Each business has something that makes
it unique. A brand with authentic values
and positioning is more desirable for job
seekers. Nine out of ten candidates say they
would apply to a company that maintains an

Differentiated
messages that
focus on what sets
you apart

Branding that is
simple, quick to
grasp and high
impact

A focus on
the people who
work for you as
the truth-tellers

Positioning that
clearly communicates
what your organization
stands for

employer brand. Authenticity is essentially how
transparent a company is with its audience.

Talented job seekers want to connect to a company through
personal experiences and shared passions. They want a work culture
built up of people who care about one another’s personal and
professional lives.
If you are ready to take those next steps to improve your career site,

Supporting content that reinforces
your brand in a consistent way

we would love to be a part of your journey.
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QUESTIONS

BUILDING YOUR
BRAND STORY

TO CONSIDER:

When it comes to attracting top-tier talent,
you have to be able to differentiate your

• As a company, who are you, really?

business from competitors. A 2019 Glassdoor
Survey found that over 79 percent would

• What are your employment value
propositions?

consider a company’s mission and purpose
before applying. In this same survey, they
found that job satisfaction came from the company’s mission,

• Why would someone want to work for you?

not the salary. A brand story has the opportunity to create
a unique connection between you and the job seeker even
before the first introduction. It is the job seeker’s first

• What are others saying about you?

impression of your company’s mission, values and purpose.
That is why we recognize brands like Whole Foods and Trader

• How does the public (potential candidates!)
view you outside of your own company walls?

Joe’s over brands like Ingles or Aldi – they have a clear story
that connects more powerfully for their target audience.
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Prior to applying, candidates are looking for a powerful
message to affirm what working for you will look like. A
cohesive brand narrative communicates key takeaways
about your business that justify why someone would want
to work for you. Your brand story is developed through a
consistent brand voice across all platforms. The brand voice
can resonate with a candidate through your brand name,
mission statement, slogan, website copy, blog content, social
media captions, product descriptions, customer service, job
postings, career page and company updates. It is important
to stay consistent, clear and concise with your story and voice
so job seekers aren’t left confused and uninterested.
The potential candidate will likely navigate to your “About”
page to get a feel for who you are as a company, so this
is the best place for your brand story. You should engage
your audience and tell the story of your brand and how it
came to be – honing in on key messages with authenticity is
highly effective here. Your voice has the power to create your
brand’s entire personality.
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SECTION THREE:

SOCIAL MEDIA 101
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SOCIAL MEDIA
SOLUTIONS
With nearly 3.5 billion users worldwide in 2021, a 13 percent
jump year over year (statista.com), social media is essential
in bridging the gap between you and your candidate. Social
media gives your business the opportunity to create an
entire brand identity and communication channel to connect
with candidates in a more personable way. In fact, recent
studies indicate that 94 percent of recruiters are now using
social media for talent recruitment (LinkedIn).
On average, users spend 2 hours and 25 minutes per day
on social media across eight accounts – 40 percent of those
users are on it for work-related reasons (Hootsuite). Since
this number is exponentially increasing, job recruiters are
constantly using it as a valuable resource – 85 percent of
employers said social media has helped them find and
engage with passive job seekers (SHRM).
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FACEBOOK-FORWARD

RECRUITING
Facebook has 1.84 billion users who visit the social
networking site on a daily basis (Oberlo). This
makes it one of the most effective, forward-facing
ways to reach your candidates. You can reach an
audience on Facebook with a headline, clear call-toaction, relevant messaging, an appealing image or
video, shared interests and location targeting.
Paired with Instagram, these ads can reach
candidates who might not already follow or like
your page. In addition to paid traffic, ads with a
high level of interaction – likes, shares, comments
– create organic traffic as well. One user may see
a friend or colleague interacting with a post and
check it out, creating additional free traffic and
building your audience and brand awareness.
Finally, companies are beginning to adopt and
explore other social media platforms, including
Snapchat, Instagram and TikTok, that may be
effective in reaching different audiences with their
recruitment messages.
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SECTION FOUR:

JOB TITLING/POSTING
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SEO IS YOUR BFF
Job Titling may not be the ﬁrst thing you think of when
creating your recruitment strategy. But, it’s deﬁnitely
the starting point and the ﬁrst thing that candidates are
thinking of. SEO stands for search engine optimization,
which is a set of practices designed to improve the
performance of your career site or job posting in organic
search results.

Key points to consider:
z Most candidates begin their job search by typing a job
title into a search engine.
z Search engines reward job titles that are aligned with
the most searched term or phrase.
z The more precise the match, the higher your page
content appears in search results.

TALENT ATTRACTION STRATEGIES
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THE POWER OF WORDS
A job title should be precise yet
conversational, reﬂecting
what that person would call
themselves when introduced:

“Hi, I’m a
Data Mapping
Specialist”

vs

“Hi, I’m a DB
Analyst level 3 –
Cleveland Metro
office”

As the goal is to match with candidates who are actively looking for the job you are oﬀering, it’s important to title your jobs
accurately. The more you can mirror what candidates consider the job title, the better chance your jobs have of appearing in
the top search results.
Following are common mistakes—and recommended solutions—to ensure that you’re not sabotaging your eﬀorts to reach job
seekers who could be a perfect ﬁt for your organization.

TALENT ATTRACTION STRATEGIES
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TMI IS DOA

PROOF

Some recruiters are inclined to stuﬀ all-the-things into their job
titles. For example:

BEFORE YOU POST:

RN-ICU-8am-3pm M-F-Sign-on Bonus
You might think you’re micro-targeting candidates with all

You’d be surprised (and possibly embarrassed) by how many

of that detail, or perhaps your recruiters could be doing it to

errors end up in job titles. We’ve seen many strange job titles

diﬀerentiate their open job requisitions internally. Regardless,

that had transposed letters, symbols accidentally inserted and

while some people might search on various combinations of

even full words that somehow got sandwiched into the job title.

those words, inﬁnitely more will search on the simple job title

Then there’s straight up, well, this:

of RN or ICU RN.

Retail Store Manger

In reality, job title and location are most often all that job

Read it again. Wondering why your applicant volume is so low?

seekers enter into their search. It’s best to use a most
commonly searched job title and let your job description fill in

Are you looking for a “Manager” or are you promoting a festive

the details.

in-store holiday nativity scene?

Bonus: Google is learning abbreviations and is returning

Sure, you can go in and ﬁx it when you realize the typo, but

related results.

the internet is forever. Many may have already seen the typo

Google’s algorithm now recognizes contextual association (RN

on your posted job and now side-eye your integrity as an

and Registered Nurse, IT and Information Technology) and will

employer.

deliver comprehensive results accordingly in a search.

So, just remember to slow down and proofread your job title
before you send it out into the world.
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Call your new employee whatever you like once you
hire them. Just make sure to use the most searched title
when marketing your jobs. Where can you search for
the highest-raking job titles? Here are a few options to
get started:

DO
YOUR
RESEARCH
TALENT ATTRACTION STRATEGIES

Google Ads Keyword Planner
www.ads.google.com/home/tools/keyword-planner
SEMrush Keyword Research
www.semrush.com/features/keyword-research
Moz Keyword Explorer
www.moz.com/explorer
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SECTION FIVE:

EVENT MARKETING
FOR TALENT ATTRACTION
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THE FIVE Ws

1

FOR EVENT MARKETING
WHO

WHY

The first step is to identify your audience.

Also think about why you are holding this event.

The event should be geared toward the

Do you have numerous openings within just one

needs and interests of that particular

role to fill due to an expansion? Are you staffing

target candidate. Are you a regional

up for multiple different jobs at a brand new

healthcare provider seeking RNs in a

location? Are you trying to attract experienced

particular specialty? A national restaurant

hires due to retirements? The “why” can help you

needing to hire for all positions? Each

determine the right type of event and solidify the

audience requires its own unique

details of what will take place during the event

approach and will help determine event

(tours, speakers, interviews).

details.
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2

WHAT
The next step involves
determining what type
of event you will hold
(informational, job fair,
meet & greet, virtual
career fair, etc.) and

Key points to consider:

3

z Define your marketing needs for the event and develop a media plan to promote
participation. We can work with you to determine the most effective strategy

(radio, events calendar on your career site, email, direct mail, display ad, standalone landing page, career site messaging, PPC, text campaign, Facebook

establishing your budget,

promoted post or custom event page, geo-targeting or any combination of a

which will dictate the

number of tactics), develop consistent messaging across your campaign and track

most effective tactics in

the results of your efforts.

promoting and hosting
your event.

z Is the registration process easy for candidates? Are they required to RSVP in
advance or apply online first for the job opening? Are you targeting people in
the right place? Quick examples: LinkedIn is a better choice to target mid-career
engineers than Facebook, just as entry-level warehouse candidates may best be
reached via a print ad requesting in-person or phone application.
z Will you need brochures or table tents at your event? Company swag (embossed

“A goal
without a plan
is just a wish.”
― Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

TALENT ATTRACTION STRATEGIES

pens, travel bags, etc.)? Are you hosting a giveaway or raffle? Are you using existing
artwork for your promotion, or do you need new creative content developed? It’s
important to allow adequate time to secure the necessary collateral in order to
ensure that important elements of the campaign are in place well in advance of
your event (eight weeks is recommended).
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WHEN
As in life, timing is everything. As you
select a date and time for your event, it’s
vital that you keep your audience in mind.
For example, a weekend event might make
sense if you are targeting candidates who
already have a weekday job. If you’re targeting
day shift RNs, hold your event in the evening
so they can attend after work. As restaurant

4

employees rarely have a set work schedule, a
virtual event (online only) may be your most
effective targeting method. Think about your
target and plan accordingly.
Timing is also important for event promotion.
Are you sending direct mail cards to
personalized attendees? Better get those
cards shipped in time to give candidates at
least a week before the event (two weeks is
recommended) to make plans. Conversely,
you don’t want to run a radio spot too far in
advance so that listeners are not able to recall
the details.

TALENT ATTRACTION STRATEGIES
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5

WHERE
As in real estate, it’s all about Location, Location, Location. Here, we focus on the key goal of your
event: optimal attendance. A few points to keep in mind when considering a venue:

z Can you hold it on your own site, allowing
candidates to see your working environment, or

BONUS W:

does it make more sense to have the event offsite
at a hotel, restaurant or other venue?

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER?

z Are there any special instructions that attendees
need to know about, such as paid parking or
construction reroutes?

Post-event follow-up is an important component in your

z If you’re hosting a guest speaker, do you need

marketing efforts. A few housekeeping items include

audio/video equipment rental or breakout rooms

removing your content/hosting of materials from online

for session attendees?

and on-site channels; encouraging continued “word

z If you’re hosting a Happy Hour Meet & Greet,

of mouth” referrals from your own staff; and most

for example, light appetizers and cocktails are

importantly, reaching out to participants to thank them for

expected. If your event is not being hosted in

their time and attendance.

a restaurant, have you arranged for off-site
catering?

Your reputation as a company is a living entity
that doesn’t stop when your recruitment
event is over. In fact, it may have
just begun.
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VIRTUAL

RECRUITING EVENTS–
ARE HERE TO STAY

45%

OF EMPLOYERS NOW
USE VIRTUAL HIRING
EVENTS

83%

OF IN-PERSON HIRING
EVENTS HAVE GONE
VIRTUAL
Recruitics Survey
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70%

ATTENDANCE RATES
ARE COMMON FOR
VIRTUAL EVENTS

FOR VIRTUAL HIRING EVENTS

BEST PRACTICES

STAFF APPROPRIATELY
1 recruiter per 10 attendees is recommended

SHOW YOUR BRAND
A strong employment brand brings 50%

more qualified applicants

LinkedIn

ENGAGE THEM

47% of people are more likely to ask a question at a virtual event
Markletic

ADD VIDEO

Jobs receive 36% more applications when paired with video content
WorkCast

FOLLOW UP

58% of candidates want clear, regular communication
Glassdoor
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Response to Event Marketing
Attendance at Event
Quality of Attendees

HOW TO
MEASURE
YOUR
SUCCESS
TALENT ATTRACTION STRATEGIES

Offers and Hires Made
Candidate Feedback
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SECTION SIX:

FIVE WAYS TO
RE-ENERGIZE YOUR
EMPLOYEE REFERRAL PROGRAM
Your revamped employee referral program
can save time, money and help you achieve
your recruitment goals.
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CREATE A
CONSTANT PRESENCE
Is your employee referral program tucked away
somewhere in your intranet? Do you promote your
program frequently? Do you use multiple media to get
the message out? If not, consider:
z Having regular touchpoints with employees, including
emails that encourage participation, thank employees
for referrals, and announce successful efforts by
congratulating employees for directing you to a new
hire.
z Using traditional methods such as posters, table tents
and referral cards.

TALENT ATTRACTION STRATEGIES
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2

FRESHEN YOUR
PROGRAM BRANDING
Exactly how dated is your employee referral branding?
Is it so old that it blends in with the woodwork?
z Rebrand your program with new, contemporary messaging,
and don’t be afraid to make it fun.

3

z Consider having a four-part series that freshens the message every three months.

RE-LAUNCH
YOUR PROGRAM
WITH A BANG
TALENT ATTRACTION STRATEGIES

Encourage participation with a social event.
z Conduct a kick-off party/luncheon for your new employee
referral program.
z During the party, provide a small promotional gift that will keep
the program front and center, like a coffee mug.
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MAKE IT SIMPLE
If your employee referral process takes too long to complete or is cumbersome,
you will reduce participation.
z Be sure to make the referral process quick and easy.
z Provide your employees with scripted emails they can send to friends.
z Provide business-size cards employees can hand out to candidates.
z And be sure to make it easy for candidates to apply as well.

SWEETEN
THE POT

As the saying goes, cash is king. Does your bonus amount
truly entice your employees to participate? Consider this:
your cost per hire is considerably more than it would be
through a referral.
z Think about offering or increasing cash referral amounts.

5

z Include a grand prize, enabling each employee to get an entry for every
qualified referral.
z Also, consider offering employees a thank you gift for each referral made.
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